SMART Alert for Linn Co Llc (LNCO) on 15th February 2016
Oil and Gas Extraction | Crude Petroleum and Natural Gas Extraction

Business Description
LinnCo, LLC (LinnCo), owns units representing limited liability company interests (units) in its affiliate, Linn Energy, LLC (LINN
Energy). As of December 31, 2014, LinnCo had no assets or operations other than those related to its interest in LINN Energy. LINN
Energy is an independent oil and natural gas company. As of December 31, 2014, the Company owned approximately 39% of LINN
Energy's units. LINN Energy is engaged in acquiring developing and maximizing cash flow from a growing portfolio of long-life oil
and natural gas assets. The Company's properties are located in the United States, in the Rockies, the Hugoton Basin, California, east
Texas and north Louisiana (TexLa), the Mid-Continent, the Permian Basin, Michigan/Illinois and south Texas. The Company's
properties are located in eight operating regions in the United States: Rockies, Hugoton Basin, California, TexLa, Mid-Continent,
Permian Basin, Michigan/Illinois and South Texas.

Summary
TECHNICAL:

Technically LNCO is showing extreme weakness at the moment

FUNDAMENTAL:

Fundamentally LNCO is weak compared to industry peers

SENTIMENT:

Sentiment is negative for LNCO right now

CATALYTIC EVENT:

Recently there had been a positive catalytic event for LNCO

SMART Score
Above 80%

Strong Buy

Above 65%

Buy

Above 50%

Cover Short

Between +50%

Take No

and -50%

Action

Below -50%

Exit Long

Below -65%

Short Sell

Below -80%

Strong Short Sell

Recommended Action
With a SMART Score of -100%, LNCO is in the most significant negative territory we track. Any existing long
positions should be exited immediately. A new short position should entered as soon as possible regardless of the
effect on portfolio long/short balance.
LNCO has fallen so far and so fast that there is not a good reward:risk ratio left to consider a short position. Exit
any longs and take your loss.
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Disclaimer

The information in this document should not be construed as investment advice since it is not personally tailored to your specific
circumstances and financial situation, risk tolerance, time horizon, and other relevant objectives, goals and information.
Information presented in this document or on pmkingtrading.com has been written personally by employees of PMKing Trading LLC or
obtained from sources that we believe to be reliable. However, PMKing Trading LLC has not and cannot verify the accuracy of such
information, and you should be aware that such information is subject to change without notice and may even be completely unsuitable
for you, plain wrong, or at least mildly confusing.
This material and any views expressed herein are provided for informational purposes only and should not be construed in any way as
an endorsement or inducement to invest with any program, purchase any product, or make any financial transactions in equities, fixed
income, options, foreign exchange or any other financial products.
We recommend you always seek professional advice from a registered representative before making any financial decisions, preferably
one with no built-in conflict of interest who only charges a fee for their time, experience, and advice rather than one who makes a living
by selling you stuff you may or may not need whilst being paid commissions you may or may not think are deserved, or being
compensated in some other hidden way you may or may not even find out about nevermind consider fair.
Any information, consulting, advice, or other work performed for clients should not be construed as financial advice and any
information that could be construed as financial advice to these clients is purely incidental to their business relationship with PMKing
Trading LLC.
The information contained in this document may not be reproduced, reorganized or used in any way without prior written permission
from PMKing Trading LLC. This document and any other publications from PMKing Trading LLC are for informational purposes only
and are provided on an "as is" basis (although "as is" is pretty good considering our high standards). The reader assumes the entire risk
of its use.
PMKing Trading LLC and its affiliates expressly disclaim all warranties for fitness for any particular purpose. Without limiting the
foregoing, in no event will PMKing Trading LLC (or its affiliates or employees) have any liability in connection with the use by any
person of the information, publications, or data presented in this document or on the company website or in any other electronic, verbal,
or written communications.
Any performance results, statements of historical performance, historical trade statistics or any other historical information about past
trading activities are not necessarily indicative of what may happen in the future and should usually be completely ignored, or at least
considered to be only a very rough guide to the suitability of any particular trading system or method for your particular circumstances.
As ever, caveat emptor, don't automatically believe anything anybody tells you in the financial services business is true, always find out
where the money is flowing (usually from you to someone else), trade at your own risk not ours, and try not to ever lose your sense of
humor.
Stock Market Alanysis Report (SMART) Alerts and SMART Score are service marks (SM) of PMKing Trading LLC.
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